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François Viète was probably the greatest French mathematician of the 16th century. He
was a lawyer, but worked in parallel on mathematics. He developed a new algebra with
the use of letters as parameters in equations.
2 The Canonion triangulorum (1579)
In his Canonion triangulorum, which is part of the Canon mathematicus (1579), Viète
gave a number of right-angled triangles with rational sides. More precisely, Viète gave
























for 1422 values of n and scaled by a factor 100000. These triples are of the form (b, p, h),
where b2 + p2 = h2, b being the basis, p the perpendicular, and h the hypotenuse of a
right triangle. The above formulæ were given by Viète at the end of the Canonion. They
were of course not expressed in modern terms, but using more verbose expressions.
In the first sequence of triples (series I ), the hypotenuse is made constant and equal
to 100000. In the second sequence (series II ), the perpendicular is constant, and in the
third sequence (series III ), it is the basis. These sequences are the same as those used
in Viète’s trigonometric table [14].
The layout of the table alternates between odd and even pages, with symmetrical
sequences of triple series. The value of n is given in the right column of odd pages, and in
the left column of even pages. The first value of the first page corresponds to n = 999424,

























The last value of the table corresponds to n = 1, but this value leads to negative
values in the triples, and Viète therefore replaced all values by f.
For n = 2, only the first and third triples are meaningful, and are (100000, 0, 100000)
and (100000, 0, 100000). Viète replaced the two zeros by f, and put f for the second
triple.
3
The triples were not given for all values of n from 1 to 999424, but for the fourteen
sequences
1, 2, 3, . . . , 200,
202, 204, 206, . . . , 400,
404, 408, 412, . . . , 800,
808, 816, 824, . . . , 1600,
. . .
100 · 2m−1 + 2m−1, 100 · 2m−1 + 2 · 2m−1, . . . , 100 · 2m
. . .
413696, 417792, 421888, . . . , 819200,
827392, 835584, 843776, . . . , 999424
Each sequence, except the first and the last, contains 100 terms. n takes a total of
200 + 100× 12 + 22 = 1422 values.
According to Ritter [9, p. 47], Viète may have computed this table in order to provide
better approximations of the equation of time, or of the difference between the true
and mean motion of a planet. Viète himself acknowleged the little utility of his table.
Delambre wrote that the triangles are expressed with fractions which are so large that
their practical utility is not clear [3, p. 456].
Viète’s table seems to be rather accurate, according to our samples. The only error
















Viète’s work made its way to Thomas Harriot through Nathaniel Torporley [12, 11].
3 Reconstruction
The values of the table were computed using the GNU mpfr multiple-precision floating-
point library developed at INRIA [5]. In this case, the library was only used with integers
and fractions were simplified using an implementation of Euclid’s GCD algorithm.
We have tried to remain as close as possible to the original layout, but we currently
didn’t make use of colors. The original tables may have some parts in color. As soon as
we get a chance to consult the original table, we will adapt the coloring if necessary.
4
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